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 After the Propylaea Sugu saw the deserted neibourhoods of Zigi and Lepsi. The dense frescoed pastiche of 
square volumes was harsh to his eyes and he heard no other sound than the moving glass dust of the receding wasteland 

hitting constantly on the withered concrete of building skeletons. Wind was always strong outside the walls and 
Propylaea the oldest area of the city that was now passing into an advanced state of ruination.   

 The buildings at parts had melted completely and Sugu had to consult a navigational device to find the old wall 
that used to run along the cities main avenue. He knew that this semi amorphous conglomerate of glass and concrete 

would lead him to familiar, yet perpetually changing neighbourhoods and ultimately to a heavily eroded concrete 
courtyard that used to be part of the house he grew up in. 

 That summer he came back early from work. Like most men his age he would work half a year in the northern 
state were he could make enough money to help his parents make it through the consequent season. 

 The night of his arrival his father stayed up waiting to hear him open the rusty gate which was what was left of 
the houses original courtyard. His mother greeted him in the caves pre chamber with exceeding emotion. Sugu felt the 
warmth of her skin on his face yet an embrace which was cold and skeletal. The house seemed empty and darker. It felt 

cooler than other times. 

-Any time you’d come back and it would be ready, referring to his old room.  

  It was a five square meter chamber carved into the tuff in the north recess of the cave dwelling. His mother 
meticulously cleaned the angular enclave on the rock every two lunars while he was away to get rid of glass particles 

and the dust produced by the tuff.  

 The so called ‘Change’ had been perpetually shape shifting the city, whole city blocks had been turned into a 
fine glass dessert. Heaps of green and blue dust formed dunes interjecting between ruined blocks creating impossible 

landscapes. The presence of glass faultily gave the impression it was preserving nature behind large amounts of 
transparent deposits. 

This year it is worst than ever, it is all moving towards a total state of desertification plus we don’t know exactly where 
this Ship has come from. It looks.. then he stopped,  

- what Pa? 

It looks Just like Antala only to be floating upside down… 

Sugu looked at the state of his kevlar knitted riding robe hanging on the back for the kitchen chair. It was full of holes.  

- Could have been punctured from high velocity glass. You have to take better care of your self son. Take this; normal 
filters will do you no good.  

On top of the kitchen table was a crystal dark coated fabric Sugu hadn’t noticed before. It looked like the skin of a 
reptilian.  

- This is how you wear it. 

Sugu picked up the mask and strapped it around his head. 

* 

They discussed those and other urgent matters until ten sepia that night. Although Sugu was tired he couldn't fall asleep 
so he spent the first ours of the new day observing the dust particles as they danced inside the cross arching rays in his 
room while thinking about the recent arrival of the gargantuan. Sugu always wanted to travel far away. He wanted to 
break free from a life that was split between two cities; the one in the north that offered him a descent life and a good 

salary and Antala his hometown, were there was no real life left for him.   

The spaceship for Sugu meant something exciting could happen. He would hope of a day were he could escape this 
duality. Abandoning a life that made him travel long distances over barren and dangerous cave lands full of bandids and 
other dangers. But his destiny was tied with Antala, his ancestors bones were buried underneath his family home. Fate 

was synonymous to his city, and fate meant the pious and consistent return to the land of his ancestors. 



That noon temperatures rose over four in the five scale anti-grade. The walls heated up on the inside and as in most 
homes in Antala his parents home was also equipped with exterior shields made out of a conglomerate of concrete, mud 

and reed nettings to maintain a stable temperature inside.  

* 

 The smell of thyme could still be smelt. Reed forests protected an oasis of the old land somewhere in the south, 
it was the last surviving plant. He untied the reptilian mask and set his face bare onto the wind, he was now on the other 
side of the arcade he had just crossed to avoid the open gusts at central ‘Pattas' and he was now out in the open again. 

Smell carried something of the beyond. He felt he could smell the sea, the air and all those things that one cannot smell 
anymore these days.  

 From the highest point of the city, he looked towards what people still called the ‘harbour’. Behind him the 
city partially appeared to hang as if from a slope. He observed the small square houses and sepia frescoed walls 

composing a cubic landscape while the green glass could be heard braking into thousands of little pieces under his 
horses hooves.  

 Ahead of him was the glistening plateau reaching far out into a pale pink shade where the sea had once been. 
Above the ochre plateaux the gargantuan Ship hovered on “start level” laying hidden at parts in cumulonimbus and 

lower clouds. Its size hit Sugu for the first time, he didn’t realise the expanse neither the uncanny proximity in 
appearance between the Ships design and his City. 

Sugu stayed there fixed observing carefully the relationship between the fixed points of the cities antennas with their 
equivalent opposites and realised the distance was constantly changing. Objects and volumes were getting aligned. 

Sugu’s shortcoming wondering in the Cities highest point had resolved to an amazing discovery. Indeed the spaceship 
was moving, it was slowing aligning itself with Antala.  

He galloped as quickly as possible back to the house were he found his parents inside the caves main chamber fixed 
over a big wooden box producing a strange hissing sound that contained bits of words that sounded similar to Antalian.  

It is them, it is them, listen 

It sounds Antalian but its confusing. I can’t make any sense of it. Is it in reverse? 

It can’t be.. 

The ship is moving towards us, has anyone said anything. 

Sugu you must go, try and get to the harbour.  

and what about you pa? Ma? We won’t go anywhere and his father pointed at an open trapdoor on the living room floor.  

* 

Sugu is riding through the “southern parade”, a wide street with no buildings in either of its sides. That street used to be 
the direct rout towards the city harbour. It was one of the cities industrial areas where massive trucks drove up and 

down it all day carrying salt and ore from the refineries to tanker ships in the harbour.  

Sugu felt the large shade above him, he noticed the strange shades of what seemed to him the shapes of buildings 
floating above the ground like ghosts. He could feel the space around him getting narrower. At some point the glass 

wind seized. Sugu brings the horse to a halt and gets on foot standing a few hundred meters from a bing that used to be 
a salt factory. Now there was nothing else to be heard than the wind that swirled around the gigantic musts of the 

spaceship that was elevating a kilometre above him.  

Nothing else could be heard, they were no engines, no artificial sounds. Looking up in amazement Sugu managed to 
decipher the succinct shape of streets and roof buildings, it looked uncannily like Antala. He thought he saw ‘de la 

Plazza' to the north with its bell towers as he had seen it in his books before the Change, and the neighbourhood of the 
‘de mare’ where he grew up in, two perimeters to the east from the hanging bell tower.  

He could see reversed mountains, hills and rivers with their running water. even the wooden villages to the west in the 
recesses of a big slope that seemed exactly like mount Sutis. Was it mount Sutis? 

* 

There must have been thousands of People in the port, most of them were without their belongings. 
Sugu knew a small coastal road that run between two large port buildings that had once been used as storage units for 

goods and container cargo. He cantered for twenty minutes until he reached the edge of the pier. There he had a chance 



to look down, meters deep at what used to be the harbour. Five meters below him was the beginning of the endless 
plateaux of the sea of glass.  

To his right a large group maybe of a couple hundreds could be heard. He went closer. 

Around that theatre of human emotion the old hulls of tanker ships engulfed the fragile existences of men and women 
who had sought for their salvation, out of instinct in the cities traditional fringes between land and sea. As if there were 

expecting the eminent presence of a ship that could transport them away from this unknown and new challenge. 

- There is no transport 

A woman shouted through her reptilian. no tractors, nothing at all…why don’t you come and pray with me 

* 

At the slopes of mount Suits the shade had become much darker. There was no wind and colours seemed to have 
acquired their pre-change hue exactly as Sugu had seen in book illustrations. The gigantic shade moved lazily above 

him imposing the melancholy colours of an eternal dusk.  

When Sugu was a child he used to go to the forest at mount Suits with his father were he would build small houses out 
of dried leaves and pine cones and collect stones for his collection. Those memories brought tears in his eyes, only if he 

could change the physics of his world that was imposed so harshly upon him. He felt that such impossibility must 
contain something fateful and devine.  

This phenomenon, as unreal as it was, strangely now made complete sense to him. This world had to change.  

Prayer: 

“The bones will be burned and an internal light will appear from inside your house. It is not a miracle for one to meet 
oneself” 

Behind the two inclining mountains the sun was starting to set, and the flames of its blaze could be seen dancing behind 
the reversed mountain. The two curved volumes were now forming a perfect shape before they would ultimately start 

colliding.  

Sugu decided to move to a higher point from where he could see the city to its whole expanse. He could only see a thin 
line of horizon, there was perfect symmetry in this view.  

He was standing next to a concrete structure that seemed untouched by the so called Change. It looked otherworldly but 
strangely familiar. Its roof was made with reed fires and palm branches. His horse was calm. He tied it on a wooden 

pole few faces away and piously entered inside the room. 

From the cracks on the wall he could see Valleys now merging with each other in the distance, tips of antennas 
entwining and buildings fusing with one another. Sugu lied down and looked up through a crevice on the ceiling and out 
onto what used to be the sky, to his surprise the same concrete structure was coming towards him. Through a hole in the 

roof he thought he saw a pair of eyes looking down at him.  

The last thing Sugu did was to reach out his arm and close his eyes.  

Particles brighten, there is an internal light due to the collision. 

I can’t see or hear anything, everything is everywhere and I don’t know what colour this is I am seeing.  

Sugu: Hey! Who are you, what do you want?  

Someone: Hey! Who are you, what do you want? 


